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Abstract—With the development of service-oriented computing environments, QoS-aware service selection has been a more and more important research issue. In service composition environments, QoS attributes of atomic services are always aggregated for computing the QoS of the composite services, which has been reported in many previous studies. However, there are situations that some QoS attributes cannot be aggregated for composite services. For example, it is difficult to compute the translation quality of a composite translation service by simply aggregating its component atomic services (machine translation service, morphological analysis service, dictionary service). Moreover, when multiple QoS attributes are used for evaluating services, it is always difficult to maximize all the QoS attributes because there might be anti-correlated relations between them. To address above problems, this paper proposes an approach for selecting services based on context-aware factors of QoS attributes. In our proposed approach, context-aware factors that affect QoS attributes are first extracted from analyzing their correlation with QoS attributes. Then, QoS data is generated based on the extracted factors for QoS prediction and evaluation. Further, dynamic service selection is realized based on QoS prediction and evaluation considering user requirements. We use a case study in the domain of language service with some experiments to show the effectiveness of our approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Service-oriented environments have become more and more important in recent years, where various kinds of Web services and service-based processes are gathered within a certain domain or across domains. Such environments enable people to create, manage their own services, and share their services with each other, while users can get additional value of services by composing them based on their own requirements. With the development of service-oriented environments, Quality-of-Service (QoS) is usually employed for describing general characteristics of Web services [1]. In service composition environments, QoS attributes of atomic services are always aggregated for computing the QoS of the composite services, which has been reported in some previous work, which can be used for service selection [2] [3] [4] [5].

QoS-aware service selection is always defined as a QoS optimization problem, where atomic services that generate maximum overall QoS value with constraints are selected as optimized solution [1] [6] [7] [8]. In most previous approaches, it is assumed that QoS information is pre-existing and QoS attributes of atomic services are aggregatable. Therefore, QoS-aware service selection is based on the declared QoS values.

However, the above approaches have several limitations considering the following problems in the real service composition environments. First, there are situations that some QoS attributes cannot be aggregated for composite services. For example, it is difficult to compute the translation quality of a composite translation service by simply aggregate its component atomic service (machine translation service, morphological analysis service, dictionary service, etc.) Second, QoS values always vary based on different context for different types of service invocation. Third, when there are multiple QoS attributes for services, it is always difficult to maximize all the QoS attributes because there might always be anti-correlated relations between them.

To address the above issues, QoS prediction are proposed in some work including the approaches of usage of history data, user experience and so on [9] [10]. However, context information acquired from service invocation is important for QoS prediction. Moreover, user requirement should be considered for service selection based on QoS prediction. Those points are rarely covered in previous work.

In this paper, we propose an approach for selecting services based on context-aware QoS. Context-aware information is very important in service selection. For example, service response time may vary with the different distance between service user and service entity, or with the different invocation timing. Some examples with more details will be given in Section II based on experiences and observations of operating a service composition infrastructure in the language service domain, the Language Grid [11]. Therefore, it is necessary to consider context factors when modeling QoS attributes, which we will propose in this paper. Moreover, we propose an approach of service selection based on the context-aware QoS model, where user requirement is considered. The proposed service selection approach is expected to be evaluated based on experiments in service composition platforms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a motivation example on the language service domain. In Section III, we propose a QoS model with multiple attributes, where each QoS attribute is affected by...
a series of context factors from user profile information, service request information, and so on. Section IV describes the service selection approach based on our proposed QoS model considering user requirements. Section V introduces a case study based on some experiments and analysis to show how our proposed approach selects services based on user requirements. Section VI introduces some related work from the perspectives of QoS-aware service selection and QoS prediction. Finally, the conclusion is presented in the last section.

II. MOTIVATION EXAMPLE

To show the importance of context information related to QoS attributes, we use an example of the QoS of language services on the Language Grid\(^1\) in this section.

The Language Grid provides a service composition environment for users to share, create and combine Web services in language domains, which we call language services [11]. The infrastructure of the Language Grid is aimed at connecting two kinds of servers (core nodes and service nodes). Core nodes manage all requests to language services, while service nodes (or we call service entity hosts) actually invoke atomic services. If the requested service is a composite one, core nodes invoke a corresponding Web service workflow that includes multiple atomic services. Registered information of language services is shared among all core nodes. By April 2012, 145 organizations from 18 countries and regions have become users of the Language Grid, and over 170 atomic language services and composite services are provided on the Language Grid\(^2\). Besides, humans are also possible to be wrapped as Web services on the Language Grid. In the Language Grid, multiple QoS attributes are managed for language services, including both general attribute like response time and cost, and domain specific attribute like translation quality.

Figure 1 shows the example of how the context related factors affect response time during dynamic service invocation. Figure 1 (a) is the sample data of response time for service invocation by Language Grid user from Thailand, who invokes an atomic service (J-Server Japanese-English translation service) and a composite service (composite Japanese-English translation service combined with dictionary which is composed by three atomic services on the Language Grid: J-Server Japanese-English translation service, Mecab Japanese morphological analysis service and the Kyoto tourism Japanese-English dictionary). Each service is invoked for 10 times from both the service entity host in Thailand that is near to the user and the service entity host in Japan that is far from the user. The result shows that it takes 2.54 times and 4.87 times of response time for invoking an atomic service and a composite service respectively on the host in Japan than in Thailand for Thai user. Similar experiments have been conducted between Language Grid users in Japan and in Denmark. When invoking an atomic service (J-Server Japanese-English translation service) on the service entity host in Japan, user from Denmark costs 5.39 times of response time than user from Japan. Therefore, distance of user and service entity can be regarded as a context related factor for the QoS attribute response time. To optimize the QoS attribute of response time, dynamic service invocation control mechanisms were proposed in our previous work [12]. Figure 1 (b) is the sample data of response time for hourly service invocation for three days of three different services, including two atomic services (two translation services) and one composite service (Two-hop translation service which is composed by the above two atomic translation services). The result shows that the

\(^1\)http://langrid.org/

\(^2\)Lists of Language Grid users and services are available in the Language Grid Service Manager (http://langrid.org/service_manager/)
response time of one translation service is steady, while the response time of the other translation service and the composite service periodically appears peak time effect. Therefore, time slot of the day is possible to be regarded as a context related factor for the QoS attribute response time.

Figure 2 shows the example of how the context factors affect translation quality (adequacy) during dynamic service invocation\(^3\). In more details, we conducted three type of Japanese-English translation tasks (business documents, temple documents, and college documents). The service invocation number varies from 500 to 2,000 for the three tasks. We analyze the relation between text length and translation quality. The result shows that there is a decreasing trend of translation quality when translating long sentences. Therefore, length of source text can be regarded as one of the context factors for the QoS attribute translation quality.

![Figure 2. Relation between length of source text and translation quality.](image)

These examples show that context factors are important for QoS attributes in service composition environments. Based on the statistical analysis and some previous work on machine translation quality estimation factors [14], we can get a dependency graph of context-aware factors (leaf nodes) and QoS attributes (response time, translation quality, and translation cost), a part of which is shown as Figure 3. In the following sections, we will show how we model the context-aware QoS attributes for service selection based on user requirements.

\(^3\)In the language service domain, the domain specific QoS attributes (translation quality) are always more essential than other nonfunctional QoS attributes. Translations were evaluated on the basis of adequacy and fluency in previous reports [13].

III. CONTEXT-AWARE QoS MODEL

In this section, the context-aware QoS model will be defined. First, we define several types of services: abstract atomic service, concrete atomic service, and composite service. Abstract atomic service \(S_i = \{s_{i1}, s_{i2}, \ldots, s_{in}\}\) consists of all concrete atomic services \(\{s_{11}, s_{i2}, \ldots, s_{in}\}\) that deliver the same functionality but differ in QoS attributes. Composite service \(CS = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\}\) is composed of several abstract atomic services that binds concrete atomic services during execution. Composite service can be regarded as a service-based workflow, which has the general characteristics of workflow. Therefore, many theorems and systems of workflow management area can be applied. For example, workflow patterns [15] proposed in previous research can also be used to design composite services.

Invocation response time of a composite service can be gained from the aggregation of invocation response time of the atomic services that consist it. In this research, we use the aggregation approach based on workflow patterns [16].

A. QoS Parameters

In this research, we consider both generic QoS attributes like response time, cost, and domain-specific QoS attributes like translation quality for machine translation services. We use \(Q_s = (q_1(s), q_2(s), \ldots, q_n(s))\) to represent the vector of QoS values of the service \(s\), where \(q_i(s)\) is the \(i^{th}\) QoS attribute of the service \(s\).

Next, we use \(D_i(s) = (d_{i1}(s), d_{i2}(s), \ldots, d_{in}(s))\) to represent the the vector of context factors that affect the QoS attribute \(q_i(s)\), where \(d_{ij}(s)\) is the \(j^{th}\) factor that affects \(q_i(s)\). \(q_i(s)\) can be regarded as a function of \(D_i(s) = (d_{i1}(s), d_{i2}(s), \ldots, d_{in}(s))\), which is represented as \(q_i(s) = X(d_{i1}(s), d_{i2}(s), \ldots, d_{in}(s))\).

\(r(u, S, t)\) is the service invocation request from user \(u\) to abstract service \(S\) at time \(t\).

Table I summarizes the notations and their descriptions used in the context-aware QoS model in the service com-
selection is feasible based on user requirements, and is of optimity is decided by user priority of QoS constraints, where each QoS constraint is satisfied or not. For each QoS constraint $C_i$, it is called negative. e.g., the cost that should be paid for attributes are for atomic services, they can also be applied for composite services.

### B. Normalization of QoS Attributes

Since different QoS attributes have different computation methods, it is necessary to normalize different QoS attributes when multiple attributes are considered for service selection. In this research, the normalization uses the min-max Equation (1). $\max(q_k(s))$ and $\min(q_k(s))$ are the maximum value and minimum value of QoS attribute $q_k(s)$ that can be expected for all the services. If a QoS attribute is the type of gaining, it is called positive, e.g., the adequacy of translation result. Otherwise, the attribute is type of the paying, and it is called negative, e.g., the cost that should be paid for invoking services.

$$q_k^i(s) = \begin{cases} \frac{q_k(s) - \min(q_k(s))}{\max(q_k(s)) - \min(q_k(s))} & \text{if attribute is positive} \\ \frac{\max(q_k(s)) - q_k(s)}{\max(q_k(s)) - \min(q_k(s))} & \text{if attribute is negative} \end{cases} \tag{1}$$

### C. User-Centered Evaluation

We define QoS requirements from a user as $C(s) = (c_1(s), c_2(s), \ldots, c_n(s))$, where $c_i(s)$ is the $i^{th}$ QoS constraint from the user over service $s$. We use $P(s) = (p_1(s), p_2(s), \ldots, p_n(s))$ to define whether the QoS constraint is satisfied or not. For each QoS constraint $c_i(s)$, $p_i(s)$ is calculated as Equation (2).

$$p_i(s) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } c_i(s) \text{ is satisfied} \\ 0 & \text{if } c_i(s) \text{ is not satisfied} \end{cases} \tag{2}$$

We use $w_k \in [0, 1]$ to define the weight of $c_k$ that is decided by user priority of QoS constraints, where $\sum_{k=1}^{n} w_k = 1$.

To evaluate the user satisfaction, we use two types of utility functions: utility of feasibility $Utility_F(s)$, and utility of optimy $Utility_O(s)$.

**Utility of feasibility** is used to evaluate whether the service selection is feasible based on user requirements, and is calculated by Equation (3). $Utility_F(s) = 1$ means that all the QoS constraints from the user are satisfied. Otherwise, there is one or more constraints are not satisfied.

$$Utility_F(s) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} p_k(s) \cdot w_k \tag{3}$$

**Utility of optimity** is used to evaluate whether the service selection is optimal based on user requirements, and is calculated by Equation (4). $Utility_O(s)$ is meaningful only when $Utility_F(s) = 1$. $w_k' \in [0, 1]$ is the weight of $q_k(s)$ that is decided by user priority of QoS attributes, where $\sum_{k=1}^{n} w_k' = 1$.

$$Utility_O(s) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} q_k^i(s) \cdot w_k' \tag{4}$$

In previous work, Alrifai et al. proposed several types of relations of different QoS attributes: independent, correlated, and anti-correlated [8], which is also useful in our research. In the independent type, the values of two QoS attributes are independent to each other, e.g., the QoS attributes of response time and translation quality in a translation service. In the correlated type, a service that is good in one attribute is also good in the other attribute. In the anti-correlated type, there is a clear trade-off between the two attributes, e.g., the QoS attributes of translation quality and cost in a translation service.

### IV. Service Selection Based on QoS Prediction and User Requirements

In the previous section, we defined the context-aware QoS model for service selection. In this section, we will introduce the service selection approach based on QoS prediction and user requirements. Figure 4 shows the framework of context-aware service selection. For each service invocation request, user may decide the QoS requirements.

The framework can be mainly divided as four steps as follows.

1. **Context information generation**: once the service invocation request is received, context information (defined as $D_i(s)$ for each QoS attribute $q_i(s)$) will be generated based on user profile information, QoS data, and service invocation request information.

2. **QoS prediction**: QoS attributes of each concrete service in the group of abstract service will be predicted based on context information generated in the first step. There are several approaches for predicting QoS: average of past values, current value, linear model, time series forecasting, and so on [6], which might be applied for different situations respectively. We use the approach of computing average of past values in this work.

3. **Service selection**: After obtaining the predicted values for QoS attributes of all candidate services, service
selection is conducted based on the utility of feasibility and utility of optimity that we have defined in section III. Algorithm 1 shows how the selection process is conducted. Predicted utility of feasibility $Utility_F^p(s_i)$ of each candidate service is computed based on the values of the QoS attributes and user requirements. If the candidate is feasible ($Utility_F^p(s_i) = 1$), predicted utility of optimity $Utility_O^p(s_i)$ will be further computed. The candidate service with the largest utility of optimity will be selected.

4) QoS Evaluation: When service is selected based on QoS prediction and user requirements, the service will be executed for the user. Then, the real values of QoS attributes will be obtained from the execution (some QoS attribute might need afterward evaluation), which will be used for updating the QoS prediction mechanism. Algorithm 2 shows the QoS evaluation process.

V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Experiment Settings

To observe and analyze how the proposed approach is effective for service selection, we conduct an experiment in the language service domain. The experiment settings are as follows.

1) Task: The task used in the experiment is to translate 1,068 sentences of college related document from Japanese to English, the length (number of Japanese characters) of which vary from 5 to 70 with the average length 20.

2) Atomic Service / Composite Service: Our experiments are based on several service-based Japanese-

![Diagram of service selection framework](image)

**Algorithm 1** Service Selection Based on QoS Prediction

```plaintext
procedure ServiceSelection ($r(u, S, t), C$

1: $s^*$ (selected service)
2: $MaxUtilityO$ ← 0
3: /*Get the context data based on the invocation */
4: for all Concrete atomic service $s_i \in S$ do
5:   for all QoS attribute $q_j(s_i) \in Q$ do
6:     Get context $D_j(s_i) = (d_{j1}(s_i), \ldots, d_{jn}(s_i))$
7:     /*Get the prediction value of QoS attribute $q_j(s_i)$*/
8:     $q_j^* (s_i) \leftarrow X(D_j(s_i))$
9:   end for
10: Compute predicted Utility of feasibility $Utility_F^p(s_i)$ based on Equation (3)
11: if $Utility_F^p(s_i) = 1$ then
12:   Compute predicted Utility of optimity $Utility_O^p(s_i)$ based on Equation (4)
13:   if $Utility_O^p(s_i) > MaxUtilityO$ then
14:     $MaxUtilityO \leftarrow Utility_O^p(s_i)$
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: return $s^*$
```

**Algorithm 2** QoS Evaluation

```plaintext
procedure QoSEvaluation ($r(u, S, t), C$

1: /*Get selected service */
2: $s^*$ (selected service)
3: $s^* \leftarrow ServiceSelection ($r(u, S, t), C$
4: /*Update prediction value based on real QoS value */
5: Get real QoS value $Q_s = (q_1(s^*), \ldots, q_n(s^*))$
6: for all QoS attribute $q_i(s^*) \in Q$ do
7:   $k \leftarrow$ number of appearance times of value $D_i(s^*)$
8:   $X(D_i(s^*)) \leftarrow \frac{1}{k} \cdot X(D_i(s^*)) + (k - 1) + q_i(s^*))$
9: end for
```

English translation processes: atomic machine translation service, composite translation service (composed by atomic machine service, morphological analysis service, and dictionary service), composite translation service combined with monolingual modification, composite translation service combined with monolingual modification and bilingual confirmation, and pure human translation process. The language services, composite Web services and human services are provided by the Language Grid.

3) QoS Attributes: QoS in the language service domain consists of non-functional QoS dimensions (cost, response time, etc.) and functional QoS dimensions (translation quality: fluency and adequacy). In this experiment, we mainly evaluate the translation cost and translation quality (adequacy) of the processes.
The reason why we choose to analyze these two QoS attributes lies in that they are of the anti-correlated type; there is a clear trade-off between the two attributes.

4) **User Requirement**: The user requirement for two QoS attributes is $q_{\text{adequacy}}(s) > 0.75$ and $q_{\text{cost}}(s) > 0.80$ respectively after normalization.

In this task, the price of a monolingual human service and bilingual human service is 10 times and 100 times of a Web service (machine translation, morphological analysis, dictionary). However, only bilingual human service is able to ensure the translation quality. Therefore, it is difficult for selecting service processes and Web services. We use our proposed approach for this problem by using the contextual dependency as shown in Figure 3.

**B. Analysis and Discussion**

To compare our proposed approach with the traditional approach, we conducted two different types of experiments. The first type is a real-world experiment, where service selection is based on user experience. During the experiment, the user uses two types of service processes: composite translation service combined with monolingual modification and bilingual confirmation, and pure human translation process. Since both processes include bilingual human service, the normalized value of translation quality (adequacy) is 1. The second type is a simulation experiment based on the data obtained from the first experiment and uses our proposed service selection approach, which select different atomic services and composite services based on the context information and users’ QoS requirements.

Figure 5 shows the result of QoS attribute (cost) distribution for the two types of experiments, among which Figure 5 (b) is the result of the second experiment. The horizontal axis indicates the 1,068 instance, which is ordered by the length of sentences. From the result, we can see that the performance of QoS attribute (cost) has significant improvement for relatively short sentences. The reason is that machine translation services and composite translation services without human services are used frequently based on the QoS prediction and user QoS requirement. However, the cost for long sentences does not have significant changes with the first experiment. That is because composite translation services with human services are more effective to keep the translation quality for long sentences based on the context information. Figure 6 shows the result of QoS attribute (adequacy) distribution for the second experiment. The result shows that most of the normalized QoS attribute (adequacy) value is over 0.75. However, the performance is not so good for long sentences because the QoS adaptation considers the balance of the two QoS attributes.

We further analyze the average QoS values for the 1,068 instances. The QoS values in the first experiment is $q_{\text{cost}} = 0.77$ and $q_{\text{adequacy}} = 1.00$, while the QoS values in the second experiment is $q_{\text{cost}} = 0.86$ and $q_{\text{adequacy}} = 0.80$ respectively. The result shows that the QoS attribute (cost) does not meet the user requirement because the experiment focus too much on the QoS attribute (adequacy). In contrast, the average values of the two QoS attribute both meet the user requirement because our proposed approach considers both the feasibility and optimity of the QoS for service selection.

**VI. RELATED WORK**

In this section, we introduce some related work from the perspectives of QoS-aware service selection and QoS prediction. Then, we show the features of our research by comparing our approach with the previous work.
A. QoS-Aware Service Selection

The work of Zeng et al. [1] was among the earliest ones for QoS-aware service composition. The authors proposed a multidimensional QoS model for Web service composition and several optimization approaches for service selection in both static environment and dynamic environment. QoS aggregation was later used widely for service selection. Liu et al. described the detail computation process for QoS selection, including normalization, and weighted aggregation [2]. Wang et al. described not only the process of normalization, and weighed aggregation, but also the QoS ontology description [3]. The process of filtering Web service according to user preference was described by Cao et al [17]. Eyhah and Qusay suggested Web service relevancy function for QoS based discovery, which aggregates QoS properties after maximum normalization. Besides, it suggested that both QoS manager and Crawler are necessary in QoS based discovery. Huang et al. described the QoS aggregation for different workflow patterns in a composition service [4]. Some work also considered the domain specific QoS attributes. For example, Canfora et al. emphasized the important of combination of Application specific QoS [5]. Ma et al. described the semantic view of QoS based selection, with emphasis on domain specific property [18]. Mobedpour and Ding proposed a QoS requirement description strategy, which is a fuzzy model of expression and matching. They suggested calculating Euclidean distance between requirement and properties from services for ranking. Besides, a process wizard, which is used to guide user to formulate a query, has been designed [19]. Comuzzi and Pernici depicted the QoS property dimensions and matchmaking process in detail, where the requirement is satisfied equally by ranges of each property, rather than different point has different satisfaction [20]. In our research, we consider both general QoS attributes and domain specific QoS attribute. The feature of our QoS model is that we consider important factors for predicting and evaluating QoS attributes for service selection based on studies in real applications, which is different from previous research. Moreover, we consider how to meet user requirements based on the QoS for service selection.

B. QoS Prediction

Previous work on QoS prediction included approaches of usage of history data, user experience and so on [9] [10]. Wu and Yang suggested a model-driven approach for QoS prediction, which analyzes the activity from BPEL model and makes use of average value for prediction [21]. Shao et al. proposed a prediction strategy, which makes similarity mining based on Pearson correlation coefficient, and making prediction based on collaborative filtering based on other consumers’ QoS experiences [22]. Zeng proposed a simplified QoS prediction-enable SOA architecture, which analyzes event processing log, mines data according to existing model, and computes prediction. The prediction criteria is learned decision tree [9]. Malak proposed a multi-agent based QoS prediction architecture, which includes consumer agent, selection agent, monitor agent and QC agent. The prediction mechanism includes double quantization, forecasting [23]. Amirijoo et al. described a QoS prediction method for real time system, includes decision maker, controller, and reconfiguration [24]. In our research, we first extract some important factors for QoS attributes, and then predict the QoS attributes by analyzing the important factors that can be acquired from user profile information, history QoS data and service request information. The feature of this approach is that QoS prediction is dynamically conducted for each service request. Moreover, the QoS prediction mechanism can be improved by getting the feedback from users.

VII. Conclusion

There are three issues in QoS-aware service selection and service composition. First, sometimes QoS attributes cannot be aggregated for composite services. Second, QoS values may vary with different context for service invocation. Third, when there are multiple QoS attributes for services, it is always difficult to maximize all the QoS attributes because there always exists anti-correlated relations between them. In this paper, we propose an approach for selecting services based on context-aware QoS.

This paper has two main contributions. First, a context-aware QoS model is proposed considering the relations between QoS attributes and the context information by service invocation, user profile and QoS data. In the proposed context-aware QoS model, user-centered evaluation is considered in two aspects: utility of feasibility and utility of optimity. Second, a service selection approach is proposed based on the context-aware QoS model, where user requirement is considered. Moreover, we use a case study of service selection in language service domains to
verify our proposed approach. The experiment results show that context information is effective for QoS prediction and service selection. Our future work will mainly focus on the QoS prediction algorithms for different types of service selection problems.
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